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CONSTRUCTION
The image is a giclée image 
(1440dpi) printed at 48x30 inches 
then folded down at right angles 
to be approximately 35x30 inches. 
It is mounted to a sturdy substrate 
of luan plywood, constructed to 
support the accordion structure of 
the folded print. This supporting 
substrate is hidden. The digital 
oil painting effect was executed in 
Adobe Photoshop.

The lenticular effect viewed straight on. The lenticular effect viewed from the 
RIGHT at the proper vantage point for 
the panels to align.

The lenticular effect viewed from the 
LEFT at the proper vantage point for the 
panels to align.

Research and Creative Activities >  Exhibitions   

 Young Girl Reading (After Fragonard)  — Award of Merit  iDMAa IDEAS 2012 
Exhibited at the New World School of the Arts in conjunction with the 2012 International Digital Media Arts Association  
conference at New World School of the Arts in Miami, Florida.

Roughly ten years ago I bought my first digital camera, 
my first cell phone, and my first laptop. It seemed that 
I had abandoned film, a land line, and my desk chair all 
in the same year. 

I had been slowly walking as a “digital immigrant,” but 
during that year I finally punched my ticket for the 
steamship toward a life filled with devices. 

Soon after this transition, I went back to school to get 
my MFA. At that time, my niece Emily was a giddy 8 
year-old, sitting for my photos in a studio photography 
course. 

Ten years later, she’s a young woman posing for me 
a second time, in this commentary on how the act 
of reading has undergone a transformation in the  
digital age. 

As I think of Emily as a member of the “digital 
natives,” or the “pluralist” generation, I felt it fitting 
to pluralize her act of reading into slices, and then 
weave them together with Fragonard’s Young Girl 
Reading.  The appropriation of his oil painting 
to my digital painting is an attempt to bridge a 
dozen generations to show how a simple and 
utterly human moment is now instantly global.  
Yet, in some ways, it has not become any  
less human. 

As Emily lifts off, always on the move, Fragonard’s 
young lady sits as quiet and reposed as I remember 
seeing her for the first time in the National Gallery. 
I wasn’t much more older than 8, myself, but I was 
arrested by the colors, the brushwork and her  
pensive beauty.

(Click HERE for a large version of the original image)

faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/emily.jpg
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Research and Creative Activities >  Exhibitions   

 Dioramatran #1: Mistaken Medicine  —  iDMAa IDEAS 2009 
Exhibited in the Ball State Museum of Art in conjunction with the 2012 International Digital Media Arts Association  
conference at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana.

(Click image to open web pages explaining the artwork’s construction and to view motion elements)

Exhibition Snapshots > iDMAa IDEAS09 Gallery

http://faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/idmaa
http://faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/idmaa
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Research and Creative Activities >  Exhibitions   

 Echotype #1  Green Line. Boston.  —  LACDA DigitalArt.LA 2008   
(Click image to open web page for viewing the motion of the artwork)

Exhibition Snapshots > LACDA DigitalArt.LA 2008

http://faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/echotypes/greenline.html
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Research and Creative Activities >  Exhibitions   

 Echotype #2 Blue Line. Boston.  —  Le60 One-Minute Film Festival   
(Click image to open web page for viewing the motion of the artwork)

Exhibition Snapshots > Le60 One-Minute Film Festival

http://faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/echotypes/blueline.html
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Research and Creative Activities >  Exhibitions   

 By Appointment to Her Majesty the Queen  —  FCMA’s City Life, Country Life  
(Click image to open web page for viewing the artwork larger)

Exhibition Snapshots > Fredericksburg Center for the Creative Arts

This artwork is a panorama of four images shot on Grafton Street in Dublin, Ireland. Standing in one spot, I moved the 
camera in sync with the motion of passers-by. Among the many photographs captured that evening, I saw a visual story 
developing between the captured characters. Since the images were taken in multiple directions from the same vantage 
point, they line up, but not perfectly. I’ve melded the images along junctions but have left the outside edges juxtaposed. 
This is makes for a unique celebration of each original image  as it becomes part of a whole.

http://faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/byappointment/
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Research and Creative Activities >  Professional Awards    

 Banjo Romantika Poster —  Documentary Film Promotion 

(Click image to open web page 
for viewing the artwork larger)

http://faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/CZBG-Poster-Marko-REFINED.jpg
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Research and Creative Activities >  Professional Awards    

 “Amalgamate” Postcard  —  Promotion for the M.A. in New Media Studio 

Postcard (Back)

Postcard (Front)
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Research and Creative Activities >  Professional Awards    

 Blue Plum Animation Poster, “Discount”  —  Festival Promotion 
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Research and Creative Activities >  Professional Awards   

 Blue Plum Animation Vinyl Banner  —  Festival Promotion 
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Research and Creative Activities >  Professional Awards    

 ETSUtube Campaign  —  Print Postcard Mailing #1 

Postcard Mailing #1 (Back)
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Postcard Mailing #2 (Back)

Research and Creative Activities >  Professional Awards    

 ETSUtube Campaign  —  Print Postcard Mailing #2 
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Postcard Mailing #3 (Back)

Research and Creative Activities >  Professional Awards  >  

 ETSUtube Campaign  —  Print Postcard Mailing #3 
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Papers and Proceedings >  Presentation Visuals    

 Pedagogy: Designing Digital Magazines for the iPad 
(Click poster image to open web page for viewing an enlargement of the poster content)

Conference Snapshots > ICALT 2012, Italy

http://faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/icalt-poster-dossier.jpg
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Papers and Proceedings >  Presentation Visuals   

 The Right Brain for the Job: 
(Click image to open web page for viewing the visual content of the presentation)

“The Right Brain for the Job: Making Digital Media Interaction Majors More Marketable in the Creative Industry”   
| author and presenter | United States Association of Small Business and Entrepreneurship Conference, Anaheim, CA |  
“Arts: Entrepreneurship, the Arts, and Technology” session | January 2009

http://faculty.etsu.edu/hounshel/usasbe/
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Service >   University   

 The ETSU Tartan Initiative — Website 
(Click image to visit website)

Photography
Photographs by Jonathan Hounshell. 
Models:  Miranda Maultbay and 
Chelsea Weems, ETSU Marketing/
Merchandising majors, and Dr. 
Keith Johnson. Fabric Visualizations: 
Marty Fitzgerald. Garment stylist: Dr. 
Ann Roberts.

Art direction, typography and 
graphics by Jonathan Hounshell. 
Web development by Michaele 
Laws of ETSU’s ATS office.

http://www.etsu.edu/tartan/default.aspx
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Service >   University   

 The ETSU Tartan Initiative — Print Components 

Postcard

Banners

In addition to the voting website, ETSU’s fist lady, Donna Noland requested display banners, 
presentation boards and postcards for the kick-off announcement of the Tartan initiative. Furthermore, 
the banners and display boards were used at specific locations around campus to drive traffic to the 
voting website. The target audience of all promotional items included ETSU students, alumni, and 
the community.
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Service >   Department   

 Blue Plum Animation Festival — Website 
(Click image to visit website)

2012 edition (above), 2014 Anniversary edition and subsequent variations are designed and managed by Jonathan Hounshell.

http://www.blueplumanimation.com/
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Works in Progress >  Stereoscopic Photography    

 Bioptigrams – prepared for potential exhibitions 

These are formal images of architecture and other types of street scenes in the England. Expanding on the concept of compound words, these 
text and image artworks have two goals: 1) a diptych that is an interesting image with the naked eye displaying words that form one message; 
2) an engaging stereoscopic image forming a different message as the right and left sides merged into one 3D image when viewed with a 
stereoscopic viewer.

Stereoscopic Viewer
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Works in Progress >  Stereoscopic Photography    

 Echotones – prepared for potential exhibitions 

Echotone #1. Long Acre. London    (Click image to view artwork)

These images are intended to be a stop motion / time lapse record of the London street for a specific time period. The left component of the moving 
image was reduced to drastic cool hues, and the right component was reduced to drastic warm hues and they merge to be natural color. To make 
them interesting without the stereoscopic viewer, the left and right component have separate vintage photograph borders.

Echotone #2. Covent Garden. London    (Click image to view artwork)

Stereoscopic Viewer

http://vimeo.com/25036145
http://vimeo.com/25034064
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Works in Progress >  Stereoscopic Photography    

 Stacks – prepared for potential exhibitions 

Some of the my stereoscopic images were similar in color, subject or in locale and thus behaved as a group. This approach (with the naked 
eye) appears as a jumbled contact sheet of medium format image pairs. The illusion of depth occurs unexpectedly when viewed with 
stereoscopic viewer.

Stereoscopic Viewer


